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INTRODUCTION

State certificate of need (CON) programs control health care providers' entry into the health care marketplace. CON programs are
intended to compensate for the health care industry's failure to respond
to market forces. Many commentators believe that overinvestment by
health care providers causes inefficient resource allocation that increases health care costs and decreases both access to care and quality
of care. CON programs seek to prevent overinvestment in order to
reduce cost increase, improve access, and ensure quality.

II.

NATIONAL HEALTH PLANNING

States began adopting CON laws during the mid-1960s. New York
enacted the first CON program in 1964.1 Other states soon followed
New York's lead and began enacting CON programs of their own. By
2
1973, twenty-seven states had CON programs.
Florida enacted its CON program in 1972 as part of the State
Health Facilities and Health Services Planning Act (Health Planning
Act).3 The CON program requires certain institutional providers to
obtain state approval before they can incur capital expenditures,
4
change bed capacity or offer new or substantially changed services.
Florida was one of twenty states with a CON program when Congress enacted the National Health Planning and Resource Develop-

1. Wing & Craige, Health Care Regulation: Dilemma of a Partially Developed Public
Policy, 57 N.C.L. REV. 1165, 1189 (1979).

2. Simpson, Full Circle: The Return of Certificate of Need Regulation to State Control,
19 IND. L. REV. 1025, 1026 (1986).
3. 1972 Fla. Laws 391 (codified as amended at FLA. STAT. ANN. §§ 381.494-.497) [hereinafter Health Planning Act], repealed and replaced by the Health Facility and Services Planning
Act, 1987 Fla. Sess. Law Serv. 92 (to be codified at FLA. STAT. §§ 381.701-.715) (Supp. 1988)).
4. The acquisition of major medical equipment was added to the list of projects subject to
CON review by 1982 Fla. Laws 182 (codified at FLA. STAT. ANN. § 381.494(1)(k) (1983)). It
was eliminated by the Health Facility & Services Planning Act, 1987 Fla. Sess. Law Serv. 92.
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ment Act (NHPRDA) in 1975. 5 NHPRDA established federal funding
for local and state-wide health planning. NHPRDA encouraged states
to conduct CON review by conditioning health planning subsidies on
a CON review program approved by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (and later, the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS)). 6 This prerequisite induced more states to enact CON
laws.7
Congress modified the CON requirement in 1979 in an attempt to
improve CON programs' effectiveness.8 Despite Congress's efforts,
criticism of CON programs' effectiveness jeopardized its support during the early 1980s.9 In addition, the Reagan Administration sought
to deregulate the health care industry and reduce federal outlays for
many programs. 10 In response, Congress decreased federal funding
for health planning under NHPRDA during the early 1980s 1 and discontinued the CON program requirement in October of 1986.12
The elimination of the CON program requirement from federal law
allowed states to modify or even terminate their CON programs. As
a result, many states significantly modified their CON programs to
better suit their needs, while a handful of other states discontinued
their programs altogether. 13 After carefully considering the efficiency
of its CON program, Florida decided to retain it. However, substantial
revisions were made. 14 This paper examines Florida's CON program.
It presents a background of the problems the CON program is intended
to address, the relationship between federal CON program requirements and state CON programs, and criticisms leading to Congress's
termination of the federal CON program requirement. The experience

5. Pub. L. No. 93-641, 88 Stat. 2225 (1975) (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. §§ 300k-300t
(1982)), repealed by Pub. L. No. 99-660, 100 Stat. 3799 (1986).
6. 42 U.S.C. § 300m (1982) (granting Secretary authority to enter into designation agreement
with state agency which conducts CON review); id. § 300m-2(a)(5).
7. Simpson, supra note 2, at 1086.
8. Health Planningand Resources Development Amendments of 1979, Pub. L. No. 96-79,
93 Stat. 592 [hereinafter 1979 Amendments]. See S. REP. No. 96, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 7-9
(1979) (summarizing comments on problems with statute as originally enacted) [hereinafter 1979
SENATE REPORT], reprinted in 1979 U.S. CONG. CODE & ADMIN. NEWS 1306, 1312-16; see
also Note, Antitrust and Certificateof Need: A Doubtful Prognosis,69 IND. L. REV. 1451 (1984).
9. Note, supra note 8, at 1459-60.
10. Simpson, supra note 2, at 1026.
11. 42 U.S.C. § 300m(6) (1982) (funding for health planning continued at diminished levels
through 1986).
12. Pub. L. No. 99-660, supra note 5.
13. See Simpson, supra note 2, at 1061-79 (discussing changes in state programs).
14. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, 1987 Fla. Sess. Law Serv. 92.
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of Arizona, whose CON program was terminated in 1985, is reviewed
to show possible reasons why other states have retained their own
CON program laws. Florida's CON administrative process is also
examined. Special attention is focused on a recent state task force
report which suggests ways to modify Florida's CON program and
statutory amendments which partially incorporated these suggestions. 15
A.

Pre-NHPRDA Health Planning

NHPRDA was the product of congressional effort to combine and
improve several existing federal health planning programs, including
the Hill-Burton, Comprehensive Health Planning (CHP), and section
1122 programs. 16 The Hill-Burton program was enacted in 1946 to
provide for hospital construction. 17 States receiving funds were required to use them according to a state planning process. The planning
process involved surveying states to determine their health care needs,
drawing up plans to meet those needs, and ensuring that the allocated
funds were used according to the plans.
Congress modified Hill-Burton in 1964 to provide funds to regional
health care planning agencies.18 These regional health care agencies
were nonprofit corporations composed of community leaders and health
care providers. The regional health care agencies used these funds in
large metropolitan areas to plan the development of health care
facilities. The amendments were criticized because the regional agencies emphasized the development of institutional health facilities to
the exclusion of other providers. 9
Congress created the CHP program in 1965.20 CHP established
nonregulatory state and local health planning agencies. These agencies
developed comprehensive area-wide plans for coordinating existing
and new health care services. The CHP program was criticized because
the agencies lacked an enforcement mechanism. Moreover, Congress

15. Due to the limited scope of this paper, and the recency of the amendments to Florida
law, a review of the cases arising under the prior law is omitted.
16. S. REP. No. 1285, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 1-2 [hereinafter 1974 SENATE REPORT], reprinted in 1974 U.S. CODE CONG. & ADMIN. NEWS 7842-43.
17. Hospital Survey and Construction Act of 1946, Pub. L. No. 79-725, 60 Stat. 1040
(codified in scattered sections of 24 § 42 U.S.C.).
18. 1974 SENATE REPORT, supra note 16, at 1-5.
19. Id. See also Wing & Craige, supra note 1, at 1187.
20. Comprehensive Health Planning and Public Health Service Amendments of 1966, Pub.
L. No. 89-749, 80 Stat. 1180 (codified as amended by 42 U.S.C. §§ 243, 246, 247a (1982)).
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failed to appropriate adequate funds for the agencies to fulfill their
21
missions.
Congress strengthened CHP agencies by enacting the Social Security Amendments of 1972.- These amendments established the section
1122 program. 23 Section 1122 gave CHP agencies an enforcement
mechanism by creating investment disincentives for institutional providers that fail to follow CHP health care plans. Under the Medicaid,
Medicare, and the Maternal and Child Health programs, health care
facilities and health maintenance organizations (HMOs) are reimbursed
for depreciation, interest, and return on equity capital for capital expenditures. Under section 1122, however, institutional providers are
not reimbursed for capital expenditures that violate a state health
care plan created by the CHP agency.
State participation in section 1122 is voluntary. States wishing to
participate enter into designation agreements with HHS. 4 These
agreements provide states with funds to administer section 1122. Local
agencies review proposed capital expenditures in excess of $100,000
to determine whether the proposed expenditures are consistent with
the state health care plan, and then the local agencies recommend to
the state agency whether HHS should reimburse the provider for the
proposed expenditure.- Then, the state agencies review the proposals
independently and pass their recommendations on to HHS, which
makes the final decision.
Section 1122 is still the law today, although some commentators
criticize the program. The investment disincentives created by section
1122 are criticized as insufficient to reduce costs. 26 For instance, under
section 1122, providers risk only the loss of Medicaid and Medicare
reimbursement for making a capital expenditure that violates the CHP
state health care plan. Providers might choose to build without approval if the profits they anticipate exceed lost reimbursements. Congress responded to section 1122's perceived shortcomings by enacting
NHPRDA.

21. See also Wing & Craige, supra note 1, at 1188-89 (summarizing criticisms).
22. Pub. L. No. 92-603, § 221, 86 Stat. 1329 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-21 (1983)). See
1974 SENATE REPORT, supra note 16, at 8.
23. 1974 SENATE REPORT, supra note 16, at 8.
24. 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-1 (1982), 42 C.F.R. § 100.101 (1987). See also Simpson, supra note
2, at 1037-40 (discussing § 1122 in depth).
25. With NHPRDA's passage, these agencies were redesignated "Health Systems Agencies"
and "State Health Planning and Development Agencies," regardless of whether the state participated in § 1122 of CON review. See supra note 5.
26. 1979 SENATE REPORT, supra note 8, at 43.
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National Health Planning and Resources
Development Act

NHPRDA expanded the role of CHP agencies by providing them
with larger subsidies than were provided under previous programsand by requiring states receiving federal funds under many health
care programs to require CON review.- As originally enacted, CON's
administrative structure was similar to section 1122's, but the scope
of CON review exceeded the scope of section 1122 review. While
section 1122 only requires review of capital expenditures,2 CON required review of any "new institutional health service." 3° The CON
program also gave CHP agencies greater control over the projects
they reviewed than did section 1122. Under CON program requirements, state agencies have final approval authority for project review.31
Most states conducted CON review and amended their CON programs to conform to NHPRDA regulations in order to receive large
federal subsidies for health care planning. By 1979, forty-one states
were conducting CON review.2
C.

Federal CON Requirements

NHPRDA left the scope of services subject to CON review to the
discretion of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
(HEW).- The original HEW regulations required CON review of the
following:- construction, development or establishment of a new health
care facility- or HMO; most capital expenditures over $150,000;
changes in patient capacity of more than ten beds or ten percent; and
36
new service offerings.
27. Id. at 4.
28. See supra note 5.
29. 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-1(g) (1983). "Capital expenditures" originally included expenditures
which exceeded $100,000, changed bed capacity or substantially changed the services offered.
Amendments in 1983 raised the dollar threshold to $600,000.
30. 42 C.F.R. § 123.404 (1977). The original regulations defined this term to include the
following: development of a new health care facility or health maintenance organization; capital
expenditures in excess of $150,000; changes in capacity, categories, and locations of beds; and
new clinically-related services.
31. 42 U.S.C. § 3001-2(e)(1)(A) (1982); 42 U.S.C. § 300m 2(a)(5) (1982).
32. 1979 SENATE REPORT, supra note 8, at 42.
33. 42 U.S.C. § 300m-2(a)(4)(A) (1982).
34. 42 C.F.R. § 122.304 (1978).
35. Id. § 122.301(b) "Health care facilities" includes hospitals, skilled nursing homes and
immediate care facilities, kidney disease treatment centers, rehabilitation facilities, and ambulatory surgical facilities.
36. For example, states could exceed these minimum requirements by setting lower
thresholds for capital expenditures review.
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D.

Purposes Underlying CON Review

CON review serves three major goals: reduction in health care
costs; preservation of institutional health care quality; and, assurance
of medical access. The primary goal is to reduce health care cost
increases.3 7 CON review seeks to reduce health care increases by
preventing overinvestment in projects involving either large capital
expenditures or substantial operating costs.
According to CON proponents, overinvestment occurs in the health
care industry because the marketplace does not control the supply of
services. Several reasons have been cited for this market failure. First,
consumers have no incentive to react to cost increases because they
receive insurance reimbursement. Second, the cost-based method of
reimbursement which private insurers and the federal government
use to pay providers does not give any incentive to deliver services
efficiently. Third, the competition for physicians encourages institutional health care facilities to lure physicians to their facilities by
purchasing high technology equipment and offering sophisticated services without regard to projected utilization rates. Fourth, insurance
companies do not bargain with health care providers over prices.Overinvestment leads to higher costs. Providers subsidize their
fixed costs for equipment and services by increasing patient charges
or by increasing patient utilization of such equipment or services. 39
The CON program is intended to prevent health care providers from
overinvesting by only permitting investment when needed.
The second goal of CON review is to preserve quality of institutional health care. 40 CON programs protect quality by setting criteria
for optimum utilization of various services. 41 This protects quality since
42
service utilization is associated with patient mortality.
The third goal of CON review is to ensure that certain groups of
people, particularly the medically indigent, have access to medical
care. 43 Not all of the medically indigent are unemployed. Many are
fully employed but uninsured. CON ensures access through review
criteria" that protect health care facilities that provide care for a
37. 1979 SENATE REPORT, supranote 8, at 5. See also Simpson, supranote 2, at 1028-29.
38. Simpson, supra note 2, at 1028-29.
39. P. JOSKOW, CONTROLLING HOSPITAL COSTS 61, 84 (1982).
40. Simpson, supra note 2, at 1029-30.
41. 42 C.F.R. §§ 121.202-.209 (1987) (containing standards for utilization rates for various
services).
42. Simpson, supra note 2, at 1030; see 42 C.F.R. §§ 121.202-.209 (1987) (discussing relationship between utilization of services and quality of care).
43. Simpson, supra note 2, at 1030-31.
44. See 42 C.F.R. § 123.412(a)(6) (requiring the use of several review criteria which address
access); Simpson, supra note 2, at 1031.
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disproportionate number of indigents from competition which might
45
eliminate such facilities from the marketplace. These facilities must
subsidize costs of caring for indigents by increasing charges made to
their insured patients. CON programs protect these facilities by preventing new competitors from drawing the insured patients to new
facilities.
E.

Criticisms of CON's Economic Rationale

Some commentators assert that since the CON program protects
established health care providers from potential competitors, it pre6
vents innovative providers from entering the marketplace4 and review
47
of CON applications according to need based criteria. Other commentators assert that industry members "capture" and distort the regulatory process. They believe that providers have too much control over
CON regulators because CON regulators tend to rely on providers'
expertise.4

III.

A

CLOSER LOOK AT

A.

CON

PROGRAMS

Changes in NHPRDA

Congress responded to these criticisms by enacting the National49
Health Planning and Resource Development amendments of 1979.
These amendments include review criteria designed to promote competition.- For example, the amendments require similar applications
to be comparatively reviewed. Also, the amendments added new pro51
cedural requirements and guidelines for CON review, public hearing

45. Simpson, supra note 2, at 1031.
46. Miller, Antitrust and Certificate of Need: Health Systems Agencies, the PlanningAct,
and Regulatory Capture, 68 GA. L. REV. 873, 878-79 (1980) (asserting that innovative providers
might find ways to reduce costs); see also Blair & Fesmire, Antitrust Treatment of Hospital
Mergers, 2 U. FLA. J.L. & PUB. POL'Y 25, 54 (1988-89) (discussing CON requirements as a
barrier to competitors entering a market).
47. C. HAVIGHURST, DEREGULATING THE HEALTH CARE INDUSTRY - PLANNING FOR
COMPETITION 19 (1982).
48. Id. at 13, 33. See also Miller, supra note 46, at 878-79.
49. 1979 Amendments, Pub. L. No. 96-79, 93 Stat. 592. See 1979 SENATE REPORT, supra
note 8, at 5.
50. 1979 Amendments, Pub. L. No. 96-79, 93 Stat. 592. See 42 U.S.C. § 300n(1)(b)(13)(A)(iii)
(1982).
51. 1979 Amendments, Pub. L. No. 96-79, 93 Stat. 592. The amendments expanded the
scope of projects covered to include acquisitions of major medical equipment. See 42 U.S.C. §
300m(6)(e)(1) (1982).
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requirements, and Health Systems Agency composition and functioning rules.2
Despite Congress's attempts to salvage the CON program, health
care costs continued to rise. Consequently, opposition to CON increased. In 1980, Congress responded to the Reagan Administration's
emphasis on deregulation by sharply reducing NHPRDA funding in
1986,5 and completely repealed NHPRDE.
B.

Cost Containment Under CON Programs

Some studies of CON programs show that the programs do not
contain costs. Yet these studies possess inherent methodological flaws
because they do not account for cost increases due to increased use.5
Also, the correlation which these studies find between CON programs
and increases in investments other than beds might not be due to
CON program implementation. 57 Rather, states in which these studies
take place likely had higher than average nonbed assets before implementing their CON program.Further, the studies are flawed because they analyzed CON programs before full implementation.5 9 For instance, grandfather clauses
in many states excluded some projects from CON review which might

52. 1979 Amendments, Pub. L. No. 96-79, 93 Stat. 592 (conflict of interest provisions were
included to prevent providers from holding too much power in Health Systems Agency decisionmaking and provisions to strengthen consumer participation). See 42 U.S.C. §§ 3001-1(b)(3)(F),
3001-1(b)(3)(C)(i)(II), 300m-3(e) (1982); see also Note, supra note 8, at 1462.
53. The provision of NHPRDA which authorized funding for health planning to states
expired after fiscal year 1982. See 42 U.S.C. § 300n(6) (1982). Funding for health planning was
continued at diminished levels through 1986; Simpson, supra note 2, at 1056 n.165 (citing Continuing AppropriationsFiscal Year 1983, Pub. L. No. 97-276, § 133, 96 Stat. 1186, 1197 (1982));
Further Continuing Appropriations1983, Pub. L. No. 97-377, § 101(e)(2), 96 Stat. 1830, 1905-06
(1982); Continuing Appropriations 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-107, § 101(f), 97 Stat. 733, 736 (1983);
Continuing Resolution 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-151, § 101(c), 97 Stat. 964, 972 (1983), 98 Stat.
1837, 1963 (1984); Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services and Education and
Welfare and Related Agencies Appropriations Act 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-178, Tit. II, 99 Stat.
1102, 1109 (1985).
54. Pub. L. No. 99-660, supra note 5.
55. Congressional Budget Office, Health Planning: Issues for Reauthorization 22 (1982);
see also Woolley & Frech, How Hospitals Compete: A Review of the Literature, 2 U. FLA.
J.L. & PUB. POL'Y 57, 71 (1988-89) (discussing studies regarding impact of CON laws on prices
and costs).
56. P. JOSKOW, supra note 39, at 84.
57. See id. at 138-40; see also Health Planning:Issues for Reauthorization,supra note 55,
at 25.
58. P. JOSKOW, supra note 39, at 139.
59. Health Planning: Issues for Reauthorization, supra note 55, at 59-60.
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have been denied. Also, initial CON program resources were spent
on preliminary matters such as staffing agencies, selecting governing
boards, and developing state health plans instead of CON review.
Lastly, it is unlikely that institutional providers could quickly alter
their capital investment patterns, allowing immediate detection of
changes.- Long lead times are generally necessary to observe changes
in capital investment plans.
Another study attempted to control for CON program immaturity
by gathering data over a long time frame and by distinguishing between older and newer programs. 61 The study measured the CON
program's effect on several variables: hospital expenditures, net plant
assets, beds, and hospital use. The study found that the CON program
had no impact on any of the variables measured, concluding that the
program does not reduce hospital non-bed investments. 62
The study's findings are suspect, however, because the research
may fail to account for early CON program inefficiency.- Mature programs are defined in the study as all programs greater than two years
old, while immature programs are defined as those less than two years
old. However, a CON program may require as many as five years to
be effectively established. Therefore, early inefficiency may have
caused a lack of association between CON programs and non-bed investments.
States have begun to modify or terminate their CON programs
since NHPRDA's repeal despite insufficient data to justify the decision. 6- Also, many states have modified their programs. By 1986,
Arizona, Idaho, Kansas, Minnesota, New Mexico, Texas, and Utah
had terminated their review programs. 65
C.

Arizona's CON Program
1. Cost Containment

In Arizona, costs for institutional health care rose after the state
terminated its CON program. Arizona deregulated nursing homes in
198266 when federal funding for state health planning was decreased.

60. See P. JOSKOW, supra note 39, at 139; see also Health Planning:Issues for Reauthorization, supra note 55, at 60.
61. Sloan, Regulation of the Rising Cost of Hospital Care, 63 REV. OF ECON. & STATISTICS 479 (1981).
62. Id. at 485.
63. Health Planning: Issues for Reauthorization, supra note 55, at 57.
64. Simpson, supra note 2, at 1061-78.
65. Id. at 1061, Table 1.
66. 1982 Ariz. Sess. Laws, ch. 315, § 7.
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The state program was dismantled completely in March 1985.67
Arizona's nursing home industry responded to CON program termination by overinvesting. The number of facilities and beds rose sharply,
while utilization rates decreased substantially.8 From 1982 to 1986,
the number of facilities rose by sixty percent. During this same period,
total bed capacity increased by thirty percent while the amount of
69
patients sixty-five years and older increased by seventeen percent.
At first glance, the recent investments in beds appears to bring
supply consistent with demand. As of May 1986, the investment rate
was approximately equal to the national average. 70 Investment, however, is concentrated in skilled beds. Seventy percent of Arizona's
nursing beds are "skilled", i.e. they provide sophisticated care. This71
proportion greatly exceeds the national average of twenty percent.
Since skilled nursing beds provide advanced care, they are more expensive than unskilled beds. Thus, investment probably has been inefficient since Arizona's demand for new beds is lower than the national
average. The national average is forty beds per thousand. 73 Arizona's
average is likely twenty beds per thousand because of its healthful
climate.
Even though increase in real demand for these additional beds and
new facilities is doubtful, the nursing home industry's revenues skyrocketed after deregulation. From 1982 through 1986, gross patient revenues almost doubled, and nursing home revenues per patient increased by fifty percent. 74 Apparently, the nursing home industry
increased the costs of care per patient to pay for these new beds.
Costs have increased in the hospital industry as well. 75 The Central
Arizona Health Systems Agency, which reports on the effects of deregulation, used information obtained from the states' permitting process to show how costs have risen. 76 A comparison of pre-deregulation

67. Arizona's legislature allowed the state law to expire in 1985.
68. Central Arizona Health Systems Agency, Impact of Deregulation 1-2 (July, 1986)
[hereinafter Deregulation Report].
69. Id.
70. Letter from W.G. Walker, Executive Vice President of the Arizona Nursing Home
Industry (Jan. 23, 1986) (discussing effects of the deregulation of the nursing home industry in
Arizona) [hereinafter Walker Letter], reprinted in Central Arizona Health Systems Agency,
Background Information on the Impact of Deregulation (1986).
71. Id.
72. Id.
73. Id.
74. Id.
75. Impact of Deregulation, supra note 68, at 3-5.
76. Id.
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and post-deregulation dollar values for these projects is useful to see
whether CON program termination led to hospital overinvestment77
Hospitals must obtain permits for projects. If the dollar value of
permits resembles the dollar value of actual construction, then costs
in the hospital industry increased since Arizona terminated its CON
program. The total dollar value of permit applications swelled from
$8 million in 1984 to over $180 million in 1985.8 Although the dollar
value declined from 1985 through the first six months of 1986, it still
greatly exceeded the value for a comparable period in 1984. These
increases likely reflect industry overinvestment in projects since CON
program termination. 79 Hospital costs probably rose as a result of this
overinvestment.
2.

Quality of Care and Access for Indigents

Arizona's CON program helped to maintain utilization rates for
various services at high levels by preventing providers from overinvesting in new services2 ° Heart catheterization is one type of service
Arizona's CON program regulated to preserve quality. Based on research involving the correlation between utilization rates and quality
of care, HHS found that adult cardiac catheterization units should
perform a minimum of three hundred cardiac catheterizations per
81
year.
In Arizona, studies compared utilization rates of open heart
catheterization performed before and after the CON program's termination.- Before termination, at least six hospitals applied for a CON
to add heart catheterization services. 3 The state rejected their applications because the hospitals which were permitted to conduct heart
catheterization procedures were performing barely enough to do them

77. Id.
78. Id.
79. Other explanations were offered. For example, it was suggested that the increase was
unrelated to CON's expiration, and the 1984's permit dollar value was low because providers
were at first wary of the effects of Diagnostic-Related Group (DRG) reimbursement under the
Medicare program. It was also emphasized that CON itself drove up costs, particularly due to
litigation involving CON. Telephone interview with John Rivers, President of the Arizona Hospital Association (Nov. 7, 1986) [hereinafter Rivers Interview].
80. See supa text accompanying note 8. Underutilization of some health services threatens
the quality of care delivered.
81. 42 C.F.R. § 121.208 (1987).
82. Telephone interview with Marlene Mariani, Executive Director of the Arizona Central
Health Systems Agency (Oct. 24, 1986) [hereinafter Mariani Interview].
83. Id.
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competently.8 Hospitals with a CON averaged 708 heart patients and
266 heart catheterizations per year.85
The utilization rate for heart catheterization services dropped since
Arizona terminated its CON program. s r By late 1986, four hospitals,
predominantly in small communities, started to offer heart surgery
services. After these hospitals began offering heart surgery services,
the average amount of heart cases fell to 244, with only 125 heart
catheterizations per year.
Further, the surgery rate may have risen, not as a result of need,
but as a result of the increase in the number of facilities that offer
heart surgery.8 7 As of October 1986, the number of procedures per
thousand people was almost fifty percent higher than the national
average. Arizona experienced this increase even though the state's
population is younger and healthier than the national average 8
Termination of Arizona's CON program decreased access to health
care.8 9 Under the CON program, providers were able to give the
medically indigent access to health care by subsidizing cost shortfalls.
Providers increased costs to insured patients to cover such shortfalls.The CON program enabled such providers to exist by protecting them
from competitors. The CON program was terminated during a time
that saw the number of Arizona's medically indigent increase dramatically.91 After the CON program was terminated, providers that gave
care to a disproportionate number of medical indigents had difficulty
covering resulting cost shortfalls. 92 Recently, Arizona responded to
this problem by enacting an indigent health care law. 93
3.

Significance

Arizona's experience does not resolve debate over CON programs'
ability to reduce costs since sharp cost increases have been only temporary. 94 But Arizona's CON program did have a positive effect on
84.

Id.

85. Id.
86. Id.
87. Id.
88. Id.
89. Walker Letter, supra note 70.
90. Id. DRGs exacerbate quality of care problems in another way as well. Because of DRGs,
hospital patients are being discharged earlier and therefore sicker than before DRGs. Patients
enter nursing homes in worse health and require skilled care. To provide care would require
nursing homes to increase staff, not decrease it.
91. Mariani Interview, supra note 82.
92. Rivers Interview, supra note 79.
93.

Id.

94. Id. See also Telephone interview with Kenneth W. Peters, Senior Vice President, Texas
Hospital Association (Oct. 30, 1986). Mr. Peters asserted that market forces would be stronger
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health care costs. The program also affected the quality of institutional
health care as well as access to health care for the medically indigent.
Arizona's experience suggests that if other states terminate their CON
programs, they should utilize transitional programs to reduce costs
while market forces develop. Additionally, these states should consider
alternative programs to preserve the quality of care and to insure
access to care for the medically indigent.
IV.

FLORIDA'S

CON PROGRAM

In 1985, the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services
(HRS), the Florida agency responsible for CON review, formed a task
force to study the state's CON program. 95 The task force solicited
comments from both HRS and the industries regulated by the program. The task force issued its report in 1986. The report includes
an analysis of problems and recommended solutions. In July of 1987,
the legislature revised the CON program in accordance with the report's conclusion.9
A.

Florida's Current CON Program
1. Breadth of Coverage

Under Florida's CON program, hospitals, skilled and intermediate
care nursing homes, home health agencies, hospices, and HMOs are
all regulated providers (although HMOs can be exempted from review).9 8 Ambulatory surgical facilities are no longer regulated. + The
following projects are included within the scope of review:'-

today than they were when CON became popular. This is particularly true because of the trend
among insurers to negotiate with health care providers for the costs of care, the movement by
the federal government to replace cost-based methods of reimbursement in public insurance,
and the growth of competitive forces in the industry such as HMOs.
95. Telephone interview with Dr. Kathryn Jones, Center for Health Policy Research, University of Florida (Sept. 30, 1986); Telephone interview with Jane Perkins, Staff Attorney,
National Health Law Program (Oct. 1, 1986).
96. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3.
97. See supra text accompanying note 3.
98. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.706 (Supp.
1988).
99. Id. Cf. Simpson, supra note 2, at 1062. Evidence suggests that ambulatory surgical
facilities are less expensive substitutes for inpatient facilities.
100. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.706 (Supp.
1988).
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(1) adding new beds;
(2) constructing or adding additional health care facilities;
(3) expending $1,000,000 or more for capital purposes (general purpose capital expenditure);
(4) converting one type of health care facility into another;
(5) establishing a home-health agency or hospice;
(6) expending $1,000,000 or more for a non-purchase acquisition, or expending $1,000,000 for a purchase at less than
fair market value;
(7) any non-purchase acquisition which would require CON
review as a general purpose capital expenditure had it been
by purchase, or any purchase at less than fair market value
if it exceeds the general purpose capital expenditure
threshold;
(8) establishing or substantially changing inpatient institutional health services, if a capital expenditure or an annual
operating cost of $500,000 or more is involved;
(9) establishing tertiary health services (complex or
specialized services offered by a limited number of hospitals
to ensure quality, availability, and cost-effectiveness.)1O1
The significance of changes in scope of review will be discussed
2

below. 10

2. Application Process
When HRS conducts CON review, it structures the review process
into application review cycles, or batching cycles, to maximize competition between providers.1° Under the prior CON program, HRS conducted two cycles per year.'- The batching cycle requirements under
the new CON program are similar to that of the old program. Therefore, the application process will be discussed assuming that the HRS
regulations promulgated under the prior CON program will remain.
HRS must publish fixed need pools at least forty-five days prior
to the application due date for the upcoming batching cycle.10 A fixed

101. Id.
102. FLA. STAT. § 381.704 (Supp. 1986). Within HRS, the Office of Health Planning administers CON review. Review of projects was formerly a two-tiered process, as required by
NHPRDA. Amendments to the Health Planning Act reduced the role of local agencies. See
1982 Fla. Laws 182, § 2 (codified at FLA. STAT. ANN. § 381.494(6)(b)).
103. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.709(1)
(Supp. 1988).
104. FLA. ADMIN. CODE ANN. 10-5.008(4) (1986) (promulgated under authority of FLA.
STAT. § 381.493, repealed by Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3).
105. Id. § 10-5.007(6).
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need pool describes the need for new beds or services in a specific
region. Fixed need pools are used by HRS to review applications and
by potential applicants to determine whether to apply.
A health care provider must submit a letter of intent at least thirty
days before filing an application to enter a batching cycle. i0 The letter
puts institutional providers and others who might be affected by the
project on notice. The letter must contain the applicant's name and
specific information concerning the nature of the project.
The provider must send the letter of intent to HRS and the health
council for the service district of the proposed project.10 The applicant
must also alert the service district to be affected by the proposal. The
applicant does this by publishing notice of its filing a letter of intent
in a local newspaper.'0 HRS must also publish notice of both the filing
and the fact that interested persons may request a public hearing
within twenty-one days.- °
The provider must submit an application by the deadline for the
respective batching cycle after filing a letter of intent.110 HRS must
determine whether all applications received are complete within fifteen
days after the application due date.1" If HRS determines that an
application is incomplete, the applicant has twenty-one days to provide
the required information. 112 If the applicant fails to complete the appli11 3
cation, the application is eliminated from review.
3. Public Hearings
Any substantially affected person may request a public hearing
within fourteen days after HRS publishes a notice of filing.114 Public
hearings allow affected persons to present their views on the proposed
project. Affected persons include the following: the applicant; competing applicants; people served by the project; other providers of services

106. The amended law is consistent with HRS rules promulgated under prior law. Health
Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, § 381.709(2)(a). Cf. FLA. ADMIN. CODE
ANN., supra note 104, § 10-5.008(4).
107. Id. § 381.209(3)(a).
108. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.709(2)(d)
(Supp. 1988).
109. See supra note 104, § 10-5.008(1)(A).
110. Id. § 381.709(c).
111. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.709(3)
(Supp. 1988). Cf. supra note 104, § 10-5.008(2).
112. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.709(3)
(Supp. 1988).
113. Id.
114. See supra note 104, § 10-5.002(2)(a)-(d).
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similar to that proposed and which are in the same service district;
and, other providers which have formally indicated an intent to provide
similar services in the same service district in the future.115
HRS will grant a request for a public hearing if it determines that
the proposed project involves issues of great public interest. 116 If HRS
decides to conduct the hearing, it must do so within twenty-one days
of the completed application's filing.117
4. HRS Review
HRS then reviews the competing applications submitted in the
same batching cycle.11 HRS reviews the applications according to the
district health plan, other statutory criteria, and administrative
rules. 19
HRS evaluates the applications under fourteen separate statutory
criteria, and it evaluates capital expenditure proposals under separate
criteria.120 A non-exhaustive list of the general criteria for all projects
includes:
1. the need for the proposed project in the service district
according to the health plan;
2. the applicant's ability to provide quality care;
3. resource availability for completion and operation of the
project, including manpower and funds for capital and operating expenditures;
4. the immediate and long-term financial feasibility of the
project;
5. the costs and methods of proposed construction; and,
6. the applicant's past and proposed provision of health care
2
services to Medicaid patients and the medically indigent.1 1
Competitive review is impossible for some projects, such as emergency
projects, cost overruns, donations, and CON transfers. Other projects,
such as land acquisitions and shared services contracts, are unrelated
to the goals of CON review. Therefore, some projects are eligible for

115. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.709(3)(b)
(Supp. 1988). Cf. FLA. STAT. § 381.494 (6)(b)(1) (1985).
116. See supra note 104, § 10-5.008(6).
117. Id. FLA. STAT. § 381.709(5)(a) (Supp. 1988).
118. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.705 (Supp.
1988).
119.

Id.

120.

Id. § 381.705(2).

121.

Id.
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expedited review. Consequently, they are exempt from batching and
letter of intent requirements.- 2 Prior to the 1987 amendments, HRS
was required to determine whether an expedited application was complete within five days after submission. Under the new CON program,
HRS appears to be using the same time frame for determining whether
projects are complete, regardless of whether the project review is
expedited. 12
Within sixty days after HRS determines that an application is
complete, HRS publishes a report containing its notice of intent to
issue or deny a CON application for any or all portions of the proposed
project.- 2 Any substantially affected person may file a request for an
administrative hearing reviewing HRS's decision within twenty-one
days after HRS publishes its report. 1 5
Some projects are exempt from review. Most of these projects are
exempt because they are unrelated to the purposes of CON review
or because they promote interests which outweigh those served by
CON review. Projects exempted from review include the following:
expenditures for state mandated and financed projects; expenditures
for any part of the physical plant not directly used for providing health
care or for housing health care providers; expenditures required for
eliminating or preventing safety hazards under applicable local, state
or federal law; expenditures for replacing any part of a facility or
equipment destroyed by disaster; expenditures for replacing existing
equipment, if the replacement is identical; and, expenditures for renovation of any part of a nursing home facility if the number of licensed
26
beds remains unchanged.
122. Id. § 381.702(6). Projects exempt from batching and letter of intent requirements
include the following: emergency projects; cost overruns which are not due to a change in scope
of services; research, education, and training programs; donations when market value equals or
exceeds the capital expenditure or operating expenditure threshold; donations of major medical
equipment; terminations of health care services; acquisitions of land to be used as sites of new
health care facilities; shared service contracts; and, CON transfers.
123. Id. § 381.709(3)(a). The amended law allows the applicant 21 days to submit the
additional information requested and makes no exception for expedited projects. Cf. supra note
104, § 10-5.010(3)(e), under which HRS determined when an application was complete.
124. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.707(4)
(Supp. 1988). The amended law requires HRS to complete review within 60 days with no
exceptions. Cf. FLA. STAT. § 381.494 (1985) under which the review period was left to HRS's
discretion. The rules promulgated distinguish normal from expedited projects. HRS ordinarily
completes its review within 60 days after determining the application to be complete. FLA.
ADMIN. CODE ANN. § 10-5.010(6)-(7) (1986).
125. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.707(4)
(Supp. 1988). Cf. FLA. ADMIN. CODE ANN. § 10-5.102(1) (affected person could request an
appeal up to 30 days after HRS's issuance or denial of a CON).
126. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.709(5)(a)
(Supp. 1988). Cf. FLA. ADMIN. CODE ANN., supra note 104, § 10-5.005.
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5.

Administrative Hearings and Judicial Review

Persons substantially affected 127 by HRS's issuance or denial of an
application may seek administrative review of the decision under the
Florida Administrative Procedure Act. 12 Existing health care facilities
may initiate or intervene in an administrative hearing but only if they
can show that the issuance of a CON would substantially affect their
own established program.'- Existing providers may not participate at
all in an administrative hearing to contest the issuance of a CON
which HRS reviewed and approved solely as a capital expenditure
exceeding $1,000,000.130
After the administrative hearing, HRS submits to the hearing officer a proposed final order which the hearing officer can accept or
reject.13 1 The hearing officer then publishes the final order. Any party
to the administrative hearing may seek judicial relief within thirty
days after publication of the final order. 132 The appellate court reviewing the final order must affirm the order unless it is arbitrary, capricious or not in compliance with the state CON program. - The winning
party may then collect attorney's fees if the court finds that there is
"no justiciable issue of law or fact raised by the losing party.' 13
6.

Monitoring the Certificate

The local health council for the service district in which the CON
was awarded assists HRS in monitoring both the certificate holder's
progress toward meeting a specified certifiable timetable and the certificate holder's compliance with certificate conditions.- HRS may
revoke a certificate if the holder is not meeting the timetables specified
136
in the certificate, unless the holder is acting in good faith.
Certificates terminate automatically one year after their date of
issuance for projects which do not involve construction and for projects
involving construction if the holder has not incurred any capital ex-

127. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.709(5)(a)
(Supp. 1988).
128. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. at § 381.709(5)
(Supp. 1988).
129. Id. § 381.709(5)(b).
130. Id. § 381.706(1)(c).
131. Id. § 381.709(5)(b).
132. Id. § 381.709(6)(a).
133. Id. § 381.709(6)(b).
134. Id. § 381.709(6).
135. Id. § 381.710.
136. Id. § 381.710. See also FLA. ADMIN. CODE ANN. § 10-5.013 (1986).
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penditures. 137 HRS can extend the validity of a certificate for a period
of up to six months if the applicant can show good cause.13 The statute
allows HRS to define good cause.
A CON award may be contingent on the recipient's fulfillment of
certain conditions.13 HRS can terminate the CON if the applicant does
not meet the conditions. Additionally, HRS can fine the recipient up
140
to $1,000 per day if the applicant fails to comply with a condition.
B.

Changes in Administrative Process

1. Reducing the Time Required for CON Review
Prior to the amendments, delays in processing CON applications
drove up costs for the state and for health care providers. 14 The delays
created problems for health care providers who incurred costs during
the CON application period which could not be recouped until after
CON award. The amendments streamlined the review process by shortening review time frames, placing new restrictions at certain steps
in the review process, and increasing the funding for the program's

administration. 142
a. Changes in Time Frames
The amended CON law imposes stricter time limitations on HRS,
applicants, and other interested persons at various stages of the CON
review process. 143 The time allowed for HRS to review applications
for completeness is reduced from thirty days after the commencement
of a review cycle to fifteen days.'" Similarly, the time allowed for
applicants to correct any deficiencies in their applications is reduced
from forty-five days after notification to only twenty-one days. 145 The

137. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.710 (Supp.
1988).
138. Id.
139. Id. For example, the Department may issue a CON predicated upon statements of
intent expressed by the applicant.
140. Id. § 381.170(1)(b).
141. Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, Certificate of Need Task
Force: A Final Report on Florida's Certificate of Need Program 37 (Feb. 1986) [hereinafter
Task Force Report].

142.

Id.

143. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.709(3)(a)
(Supp. 1988). Cf. FLA. ADMIN. CODE ANN. § 10-5.008(2) (1986).
144. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.709(3)(a)
(Supp. 1988).
145. Id.
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time allowed for affected persons to request public hearings is shorter.'4 6 The fourteen day time limit for affected persons to request a
public hearing, which formerly ran from the time HRS determines an
application is complete, now runs from the time at which the application is originally filed with HRS.'4 7 Also, any hearing must commence
8
within twenty-one days after the application is deemed complete.1
Lastly, the time allowed for affected persons to request administrative
hearings is reduced from thirty days after HRS publishes its decision
149
to twenty-one days.
b.

New Restrictions on Review of Decisions

The time required for administrative and judicial review is a decisionmaking delay which cannot be fully eliminated. Although HRS
wins the vast majority of administrative and judicial appeals, providers
often appeal HRS's decisions. The post-amendment law attempts to
shorten delays for appeals.
Hearing officers must be assigned within ten days after the twentyone day period for requesting a hearing has run, and the hearing must
commence within sixty days after the hearing officer has been assigned.150 Further, hearing officers must now issue their recommended
orders within forty-five days of receiving the HRS order. Parties
seeking judicial review of a final order must do so within thirty days
of the date of the final order. 15 The CON program grants appellate
courts the discretionary power to award attorney's fees to the party
winning a CON appeal to discourage frivolous appeals.152 Courts may
award attorney's fees if the losing party fails to raise a justiciable
issue of law or fact.' 3
c.

Increased Funding

The new law increases CON program funding. 54 HRS's 1980-1986
budget prevented it from assigning additional staff to CON review,

146.
147.

Id. § 381.704(3)(b).
Id.

148.

Id.

149.
150.
151.
152.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

§ 381.709(5)(a).
§ 381.709(5)(b). There were no apparent limitations under prior law.
§ 381.709(5)(b)-(c), (6)(a).
§ 381.709(6)(c).

153. Id.
154.

See id. § 381.708.
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even though the number of applications doubled during 1980-1986.1'5
Therefore, increased funding was needed.
Applicants pay most of the administrative costs of the CON program through application fees. Fees were increased from a minimum
application fee of $500 plus an additional fee of $0.004 per dollar of
proposed expenditure to a minimum fee of $750 plus $0.006 per dollar
of proposed expenditure. The maximum fee amounts were increased
from $4,000 to $9,500.
2.

Improving Letter of Intent Provisions

The letter of intent supplies information to other providers who
might compete with an applicant and to members of the public potentially affected by the project. The new CON program promotes competition by requiring that more information be included in the letter
of intent.1 57 These requirements promote competition by giving potential competitors more information and by discouraging providers from
applying for certificates before their proposed projects are well-developed. Letters of intent must describe the project.- Providers must
adequately assure that they are prepared to initiate the project their
letter proposes. 59 Additionally, the Act requires written authorization
from the applicant's governing body to file an application and to incur
expenditures necessary to accomplish the proposed project.160 Lastly,
applicants must also certify in their letters of intent that they will
complete the proposed project within the time allowed by law, at or
under the costs estimated in the application.161
The new CON program also requires an applicant to give public
notice of the filing of letter of intent. 62 Under the prior CON program,
only the applicant had to give notice - and then only to HRS and to
the local health council.'16 Neither HRS nor the applicant was responsible for publishing notice to the community directly at the early stage
of the review process.'6 HRS was required to publish notice that it
had received the letter of intent.165 HRS's notice must include the fact
155.
156.
1988).
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.

Task Force Report, supra note 141, at 37.
Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.708 (Supp.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

§ 381.707(2)(c).
§ 381.707(1).
§ 381.707(2)(a).
§ 381.707(4).
§ 381.494(5).
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that a public hearing may be requested within twenty-one days after
HRS determines that the application is complete.16
3.

Changing the Information Required in Applications

According to critics, the information required in an application
under the old CON program was insufficient to allow HRS to review
applications according to all statutory criteria. 167 In particular, the
application requirements did not allow HRS to examine the financial
feasibility of proposed projects. HRS imposed additional requirements,
but HRS often failed to enforce the regulations.'68 Financial feasibility
is an important statutory criterion 16 9 because projects which do not
pay for themselves tend either to be closed down by the CON recipient
or paid for through increased patient charges. The CON program is
intended to contain costs and preserve quality by preventing providers
from overinvesting.
The new amendments specifically address these deficiencies. The
applicant must disclose its current financial resources by submitting
a complete list of all the applicant's current projects and a detailed
70
list of required capital expenditures and the sources for these funds. 1
In addition, the applicant must provide a detailed financial projection
of revenues and expenses for the periods of construction and for the
first two years of operation, including a detailed evaluation of the
proposed project's impact on the cost of other services provided by
71
the applicant.'
Another criticism of the CON application is that the application
format prevents HRS from conducting comparative review.'72 Instead
of requiring applicants to organize information to allow for easy comparisons between projects, applicants were allowed to submit much
of the required information in narrative form. The task force suggested
that HRS require applicants to arrange similar data identically among
competing applications, thus allowing for comparative review.' 3 The
new CON program does not explicitly address this, but HRS may
revise application content requirements when it promulgates new rules
based on the amended law.
166. Id. § 381.709(2)(d).
167. Task Force Report, supra note 141, at 41.
168. Telephone interview with Carol Gormley, Director, North Central Florida Health
Planning Council (Nov. 10, 1986).
169. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.705(1)(i)
(Supp. 1988).
170. Id. § 381.707.
171. Id. § 381.707(2)(d).
172.

Task Force Report, supra note 141, at 40.

173.

Id. at 41.
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4. Improving CON Monitoring and Enforcement
a. Problems with Monitoring
Monitoring CON programs for compliance can keep down costs.
CON recipients who do not meet proposed timetables deprive the
community of needed beds or services'74 and drive up costs. Monitoring
can also be used to ensure that indigent care is provided. The primary
obstacle to monitoring under the prior CON program was inadequate
75
funding. 1
Under the new CON program, HRS has increased funding, 176 which
should enable HRS to more effectively monitor CON projects by increasing its staff. Also, the new CON program mandates that local
health councils assist HRS in monitoring the on-site construction progress of approved projects. 177 The assistance of health councils coupled
with increased funding 78 should make monitoring more effective.
Further, the new CON programs double the size of the administrative
fine which HRS can levy against a CON holder.179 HRS may now
penalize non-complying CON holders up to $1,000 per day.
The difficulty HRS experienced in monitoring approved projects
to ensure they stayed within projected costs was aggravated by lack
of cost information obtained through the application process. Applicants were required to include only preliminary capital expenditure
estimates and construction plans. HRS could not evaluate the accuracy
of these cost estimates and construction plans because HRS lacked
standards for comparisons. Consequently, HRS could not review cost
overruns until projects were completed. The task force suggested that
HRS design the applications to obtain cost information and that it use
the data gathered by the Hospital Cost Containment Board to devise
cost standards.1so
b.
Response to the Problems
The new CON program incorporates the task force's suggestions.
First, applicants must include detailed information regarding the financial feasibility of the project in their applications.181 Second, providers

174.
175.
176.
1988).
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.

Id. at 42.
Id.
Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3,

FLA. STAT.

§ 381.708 (Supp.

Id. § 381.703(1)(b)(7).
Id. § 381.708.
Id. § 381.710.
Task Force Report, supra note 141, at 41.
Health Facililty and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.707.
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who hold a CON for a project involving construction must submit an
architect's certification of final payment within thirty days following
completion of construction.1's The applicant's projected costs should
be more reliable as a result. Third, the Hospital Cost Containment
Board is now placed within HRS rather than under the Governor's
office. S3 Thus, the Health Planning Office may now have better access
to the data which enables HRS to devise cost standards. These cost
standards will allow HRS to critically examine an applicant's projected
costs as well as more efficiently monitor an approved CON.
Lack of coordination between the Health Planning Office (the HRS
department which conducts CON review), other departments within
HRS, and other state agencies complicated CON monitoring.- s For
instance, the Medicaid Program Office did not consider whether the
provider was in compliance with its CON when making reimbursements. The task force suggested improved communication to ensure
CON compliance.185 For example, Medicaid reimbursement could be
made contingent upon compliance with the CON.
The new CON program does not require the Medicaid Program
Office to consider whether an applicant is in compliance with the CON
before reimbursing the applicant. Consequently, there is no incentive
for providers to meet program conditions. Statutory changes outside
the program, however, encourage providers to serve indigents by
raising Medicaid eligibility levels and by directly subsidizing disproportionate providers of indigent care.- s
5.

Changes in Review Criteria

The task force made several recommendations for changes to review criteria. s7 The task force also recommended that quantifiable
criteria for competitive review of projects be further developed, especially criteria designed to encourage service to groups.' 88 The new
CON program, however, did not alter the review criteria in any significant way. Still, HRS has considerable discretion in applying the
statutory criteria. In fact, the broad discretion HRS has in applying
the criteria caused much litigation.189
182. Id. § 381.710(3).
183. FLA. STAT. § 395.503(1)(a) (1985).
184. FLA. ADMIN. CODE ANN., supra note 104, § 10-5.020. HRS rules do require coordination between the health planning and licensing offices: Health planning offices must consider
CONs when determining whether to grant licenses.
185. Task Force Report, supra note 141, at 42.
186. 1987 Fla. Sess. Law Serv. 82, §§ 1-17.
187. Task Force Report, supra note 141, at 42.

188. Id.
189.

Courts have found it difficult to decide whether HRS has violated the statutory criteria.
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Changes in the Scope of Review

1. Regulated Industries
The new CON program excludes some providers from regulation
but fails to exclude others. Ambulatory surgical centers are no longer
regulated by Florida's CON.1- The exclusion of ambulatory surgical
centers is reasonable given the market failure justification underlying
CON review. Evidence shows that ambulatory surgical facilities are
cost effective substitutes for inpatient facilities.191 New ambulatory
surgical facilities should, therefore, be encouraged.
Other providers such as home health agencies are also cost effective
substitutes for inpatient institutions. Home health agencies are still
subject to regulation. 192 Regulation of home health agencies is difficult
to justify from a cost containment perspective. In addition, it seems
inconsistent to exclude ambulatory surgical facilities from regulation.
2.

Projects Subject to Review

The new law alters the threshold dollar amount for general review
of general purpose capital expenditures. The threshold amount has
been raised from $600,000 to $1,000,000.193 Although many projects
involving capital expenditures will no longer be subject to review, the
projects reviewable under the amended law probably account for the
vast majority of all capital costs.'9
The threshold for review of substantial service changes requiring
no capital expenditures has been raised from $250,000 to $500,000 in
annual operating costs.1 95 This change is not often applicable because

Cf. Collier Med. Center v. Florida, 462 So. 2d 83 (Fla. 1st D.C.A. 1985) (weight given to
individual criterion varies on a case-by-case basis); Humana, Inc. v. Department of HRS, 469
So. 2d 889 (Fla. 1st D.C.A. 1985) (HRS rule determining the need for new cardiac catherterization
laboratories was not invalid on the theory that the rule focused too much attention on one
criteria to the exclusion of all others); Department of HRS v. Johnson & Johnson Home Health
Care, Inc., 447 So. 2d 361 (Fla. 1st D.C.A. 1984) (HRS rule setting threshold requirement of
300 patients per day to qualify for a certificate of need to a home health care provider was
found invalid).
190. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.706 (Supp.
1988).
191. See Simpson, supra note 2, at 1062.
192. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.706(1)(f)
(Supp. 1988).
193. Id. § 381.706. Cf. id. with FLA. STAT. § 381.494(1)(c) (1985).
194. See Simpson, supra note 2, at 1057-58.
195. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3, FLA. STAT. § 381.706(1)(h)
(Supp. 1988). Cf. id. with FLA. STAT. § 381.494(1)(g) (1985).
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almost every change in services does involve capital expenditures.- 6
For this reason, it would have been reasonable from a cost containment
perspective to exclude any change in services from review unless the
total changes exceed the annual operating cost threshold, regardless
of whether they entail capital expenditures.
The requirement of review for service changes involving capital
expenditures may serve to preserve quality. More practical alternatives, however, do exist. For example, review could be required of
those changes affecting quality. Review for changes that do not affect
quality could be required only if they exceed annual operating cost

thresholds. 197
Such an approach could specify that all services within the category,
aided by the amendments, affect quality tertiary services. Tertiary
services are complex or specialized services which must be offered by
a limited number of hospitals to ensure quality, availability, and costeffectiveness. 198
The acquisition of major medical equipment is no longer automatically subject to review. 199 Acquisitions are still reviewable, however,
if they meet the general purpose capital expenditure threshold amount
or if they are donations which meet the general purpose capital expenditure threshold. 2- Even if acquisition of medical equipment is not reviewable under the above conditions, by offering services using this
equipment, providers may render the equipment reviewable as a tertiary service.2° 1
III.

CONCLUSION

Debate over the efficacy of CON review is primarily focused on
whether CON review reduces costs. Debate has not as yet been conclusively resolved. Although research casting doubt on CON programs'
cost containment efficacy caused Congress to repeal NHPRDA and
terminate the federal CON program subsidy, only seven states have
terminated their CON programs since federal involvement in CON
programs ended. The methodological problems associated with the
research critiquing CON programs, added to the rising costs in Arizona
since that state terminated its CON program, make other state legislatures hesitant about terminating their own CON programs.
196. Simpson, supra note 2, at 1053.
197. Id. at 1071.
198. Health Facility and Services Planning Act, supra note 3,
(Supp. 1988).
199. Id. § 381.706(1)(c).
200. Id.
201.

Id. § 381.706(1)(m).

FLA. STAT.

§ 381.702(18)
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Moreover, by limiting discussion to cost containment, the debate ignores CON programs' proven effectiveness in satisfying other objectives. A CON program can help preserve quality of care and can
protect those facilities which provide disproportionate amounts of care
to the medically indigent. CON programs' usefulness in satisfying
goals other than cost containment plays a major role in its continued
popularity.
Florida chose to retain a modified CON program. The changes will
improve the program. The new CON law speeds up the administrative
process, alters the process to improve public notice and provider competitiveness, and restricts CON review to the most important and
costly projects. In addition, HRS will find it easier to increase funding,
and to regulate organizational changes which bring the Hospital Cost
Containment Board under HRS authority. Although the CON program will still play a role in providing indigents with access to care,
the new indigent health care bill will greatly improve access to health
care.
Additional changes need to be made in the CON program. The
legislature should prioritize the statutory criteria to reduce HRS's
broad discretion because this discretion leads to widespread litigation.
The new law may succeed in reducing litigation by shortening the
review process and by allowing courts to award attorney's fees to the
prevailing party.
The new CON program restricts scope of project review to focus
on the most significant projects. However, the scope of review may
not have been sufficiently limited. Although some cost efficient providers have been excluded from review, other cost efficient providers
are still regulated by CON. Also, even though the threshold amount
triggering the review of general purpose capital expenditures has been
raised, the threshold amount triggering the review of substantial service changes is not meaningfully altered. It is difficult to justify retaining review service changes from either a cost containment or quality
preservation perspective.
Most important, the CON program is still intact. Continuation of
the CON program in its altered form will be easier for HRS to administer, less burdensome for the health care industries affected to deal
with, and more efficient in achieving the legislature's goal of cost
containment.

